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increase in the benchmark interest rate
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We expect two additional 25bp increases for the MPR in April and May, taking the repo rate up to 7%. In
Peru, CPI might have reached its peak in the 1Q16; we consider MPR will remain stable if expected inflation
moderates. In Brazil, industrial production decreased more than expected (2.5% MoM) in February; GDP will
likely contract again in 1Q16.

Brazil - Industrial output contracts sharply in February
After surprisingly expanding 0.4% MoM in January, industrial production decreased 2.5% MoM in February,
somewhat more than we expected. By categories, the main adjustment was in consumption goods (-3.2%
MoM, mostly due to a 5.3% MoM decline in the production of durable goods). Intermediate goods displayed
a -2.0% MoM drop while capital goods remained broadly stable  (0.3% MoM). In comparison to the same
month last year, industrial production decreased 9.8%, which is another very clear symptom of the
weakness of economic activity. Taking these figures into account, GDP will likely contract again in quarterly
terms in 1Q16.

Colombia - Monetary policy minutes
The Central Bank published the minutes for its March meeting. According to the minutes, the members of
the Board agree that it is necessary to continue increasing the benchmark interest rate. The Board
considered that “although the increase in inflation expectations has moderated, the levels remain high”. In
addition, the minutes showed that within BanRep’s Board there are still two distinct groups regarding the
approach that needs to be taken concerning the pace of monetary policy tightening.  One group proposed to
continue with the 25bp increases seen over the last meetings, highlighting that inflation expectations have
started to moderate and that the transmission of monetary policy rate increases is operating effectively. It
also  argued that the current account deficit for 2016 can be better than ly expected. The other group
suggested a 50bp increase driven by the behavior of core inflation measures, indexation mechanisms,
inflation expectations higher than the inflation target, and a higher-than-expected dynamism of domestic
demand. In this context, we continue to expect two additional 25bp increases of the monetary policy rate in
both the April and May meetings, taking the repo rate up to 7.0%.   

Mexico - Some hawkishness, but synchronisation with the FED's stance
remains as the base scenario
One month after the unexpected 50bp rate hike, some members of the board maintain a hawkish stance. In
particular, they stressed that another rate hike independently of FED monetary policy cannot be dismissed if
inflation expectations increase well above the target or another episode of high financial volatility arises. In
addition, one of these members added that, given the uncertain conditions of the global economy, it is not
convenient to reduce the short-term interest rate differential between Mexico and the US. In light of the
minutes, we consider that synchronisation with the FED’s monetary policy remains as the most probable
scenario.  
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Peru - Inflation surprised downwards
CPI rose 0.60% MoM in March due to seasonal factors and weather anomalies. With this result, the YoY
inflation rate went down from 4.5% in February to 4.3%. We estimate that it has already peaked in the first
quarter. This should give the central bank room to keep unchanged its policy rate in the coming months if
expected inflation also moderates from now on. (For further details, see our flash in Spanish.)

 

What to watch today
No news are expected for today
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https://www.bbvaresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Flash-Peru-201604012.pdf
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Calendar indicators  
  

Source: Bloomberg and BBVA Research
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Most recent Latam reports
Date Description 
04.01.2016 Mexico: Remittances grow 13.6% in February 2016, reaching a flow of 2093.2 m

d (In Spanish)
04.01.2016 Peru: Inflation surprised downwards and should tend to moderate from now on

 (In Spanish)
04.01.2016 Mexico: Credit to the private sector: continues its dynamism due to companies & 

consumers (In Spanish)
04.01.2016 Mexico Weekly: Investment & confidence outlook suggest an expansion in econo

mic activity (In Spanish)
03.31.2016 Chile: We forecast CPI for March: 0.6% MoM (4.7% YoY)
03.31.2016 Chile: Despite significant creation of self-

employment, unemployment rises to 5.9% (In Spanish)
03.31.2016 Brasil: No time (yet) for a monetary easing
03.30.2016 Chile: IMACEC in February between 2% and 2.5% (In Spanish)
03.29.2016 Mexico: Bank deposits: loses ground due to less dynamism in its two component

s (In Spanish)
03.29.2016 Peru: Exports fell nearly 9% YoY in February (In Spanish)
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https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-remesas-crecen-13-6-en-febrero-de-2016-alcanzando-un-flujo-de-2093-2-md/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-remesas-crecen-13-6-en-febrero-de-2016-alcanzando-un-flujo-de-2093-2-md/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/peru-inflacion-sorprendio-a-la-baja-y-la-tendencia-en-adelante-sera-a-moderarse/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-credito-al-sector-privado-continua-dinamismo-gracias-a-empresas-y-consumo/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-credito-al-sector-privado-continua-dinamismo-gracias-a-empresas-y-consumo/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/semanal-mexico-perspectivas-de-inversion-indican-que-persiste-expansion-de-la-actividad/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/semanal-mexico-perspectivas-de-inversion-indican-que-persiste-expansion-de-la-actividad/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-proyectamos-ipc-de-marzo-en-06-mm-47-aa/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-pese-a-relevante-creacion-de-empleo-por-cuenta-propia-desempleo-sube-a-59/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-pese-a-relevante-creacion-de-empleo-por-cuenta-propia-desempleo-sube-a-59/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/brazil-no-time-yet-for-a-monetary-easing/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-imacec-de-febrero-entre-2-y-25-aa-apoyado-por-relevante-efecto-calendario/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-captacion-bancaria-pierde-terreno-por-menor-dinamismo-en-sus-dos-componentes/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-captacion-bancaria-pierde-terreno-por-menor-dinamismo-en-sus-dos-componentes/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/peru-valor-exportado-se-contrajo-en-febrero-pero-a-un-menor-ritmo/
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This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department, it is provided for information purposes only and expresses data,
opinions or estimations regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or based on sources we consider
to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers no warranty, either express or implicit,

regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.
Estimations this document may contain have been undertaken according to generally accepted methodologies and should be

considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, either positive or negative, are no guarantee of future performance.
This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic context or

market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.

BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any interest in
financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of

any kind.
In regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers should be aware that under
no circumstances should they base their investment decisions in the information contained in this document. Those persons or entities
offering investment products to these potential investors are legally required to provide the information needed for them to take an

appropriate investment decision.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. It is forbidden its reproduction, transformation, distribution,
public communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process, except in cases
where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA.
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